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Key thinking

• For financial markets, ground zero of this crisis is the United States > financial markets 

will not bottom until the United States is nearing a peak in its rate of infection

• This is a human crisis so it will damage the consumer psyche significantly > do not 

expect a return to ‘normal’

• This crisis will impact Australia far more significantly than the GFC

• Despite this, Australia will emerge faster and with likely less damage than most other 

nations due to sea borders, low population density and low government debt

• Value is emerging in parts of the market, but the issue now is one of liquidity not 

valuation

OUR NEXT MOVE IS TO START ADDING RISK TO PORTFOLIOS
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The U.S. needs a reality 

check



Confirmed Coronavirus cases –

USA escalating
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Hope is NOT a strategy
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• Trump ‘opened up and raring to go 

by Easter’’

• Pence on chloroquine ‘the 

President’s very optimistic’

• Bolsonaro ‘it will pass shortly’

THIS IS THE U.S & 
BRAZIL NOW



This has NOT hit American consumer 

confidence yet
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Australian Weekly Consumer Confidence in 

contrast
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Human element is enormous 
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US weekly jobless claims and the unemployment rate:



Quarantine timescale & 

stimulus measures for 

context



Unprecedented stimulus around the world
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• Australia – 189bn ~10% GDP if $90bn RBA support of banks included, easing of super 

rules, small business payments based upon payroll <$100,000

• UK – GBP350bn loan guarantees, 80% wage guarantee, rental support, unlimited 

interest-free loans

• New Zealand – NZ$12bn or 4% of GDP, guaranteed wage support, tax breaks

• United States – $2.2tln, 9% GDP, one-off payments, extended unemployment benefits, 

small business guaranteed loans for businesses who keep staff on

• Germany – e156bn in social spending worth 4.5% of GDP + e600bn rescue fund

• France – e300bn in bank loan guarantees, tax breaks, wage guarantees etc

• Spain – e200bn or 20% of GDP, mortgage and utility moratoriums, guaranteed loans

• Eurozone – e750bn bond buying scheme to support sovereign spending



Household financial support and timing
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• Australia – additional $550 per fortnight from 27th April for up to 6 months + $750 one-

off payment from March 31st – April 17th and potentially a further $750 on July 31st

• UK – 80% of wages if kept on the payroll up to GBP2,500 a month, no plan as yet for 

the self-employed of which there are 5m out of the 33m workforce

• New Zealand – 80% wage subsidy for businesses that have seen revenue fall -30% 

due to COVID-19

• United States – additional $600pw in U/E benefits for 4mths very generous. $1,200 per 

adult and $500 per child for those who made <$75,000 with the aim for this to be paid in 

the next 3 weeks, but could be later (U/E benefits $450pw)

• France – 84% of wages guaranteed under State Aid



Quarantine timescales by country
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• United States – ‘shelter in place’ in several large cities, and visitors to NYC asked 

Tuesday to self-quarantine for 14 days. EASTER SUNDAY is APRIL 12th

• UK – 3 weeks quarantine to April 6th at a minimum

• New Zealand – 4-week lockdown until April 14th

• France – quarantine extended until April 3rd 

• Spain – commenced week of March 9th and set to continue until April 11th

• Italy – commenced March 10th and likely be extended beyond April 3rd initial end 

(could go to July 31st)

• India – 3-week nationwide lockdown implemented Tuesday ending April 7th

• China – Wuhan was in lockdown from January 23rd and scheduled to re-open 

April 8th (a period of 11 weeks)



Opportunity is afoot



Positives emerging in positioning > market breadth 

near GFC lows
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Reward for risk returning > spread of 

CASH v High Yield
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US High Yield Bond Index has lost -15%
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Growth underperforming Defensive by -35% 

in 6 weeks
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ASX200 offering good long-term value
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… but, recessions cause conservatism –

US savings rate spike post GFC 
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What to consider if adding 

risk
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• Significantly lower economic growth and excess productive capacity generates falling 

investment returns

• Higher real interest rates due to explosion in sovereign debt issuance

• An increasingly likely change in U.S President and the potential for increased corporate 

regulation and taxes > a shift pro-worker

• Increased bifurcation of global supply chain > globalization in reverse > China and the 

U.S competing for resources and demand

• Australian consumer recession, but Australian assets will likely outperform (AUD 

bottoming)

• An increasing rush for quality, liquid, secular growth > genuine ‘value-add

What market & economy do we inherit following 

COVID-19 and where does the opportunity lie?



SMSF action items for 

trustees
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• Pension minimums have now halved

• Speak to an Adviser about the effects of stopping and restarting a pension given current 

market conditions  

• Consider your death benefit nomination – is it up to date and is it valid? If you’re not 

sure, please check. 

Super component directly impacting on SMSFs
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Disclaimer: The information in this presentation contains general advice and is provided by Primestock Securities Ltd (Prime) AFSL No. 239180. This advice has been 

prepared without taking your personal objectives, financial situation or needs into account. Before acting on this general advice, you should consider the appropriateness of 

it having regard to your personal objectives, financial situation and needs. You should obtain and read the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) before making any decision 

to acquire any financial product referred to in this presentation. Please refer to our FSG available at https://www.primefinancial.com.au/fsg/ for contact information and 

information about remuneration and associations with product issuers.

Wealth Management & Protection 1800 064 959

clientservices@primefinancial.com.au

Self Managed Super Funds 1800 064 959

smsf@primefinancial.com.au

Accounting & Business Advisory 1800 317 005

enquiry@primefinancial.com.au

Capital & Corporate Advisory 1800 317 006

capital@primefinancial.com.au

Let’s start the journey


